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SHIPPING COMPANIES: BUYING AT THE POINT OF 
MAXIMUM PESSIMISM? 

“Buy at the point of maximum pessimism”. — John B Templeton 

“Bull markets are born in pessimism, grow in skep@cism, and mature in op@mism!” — John B 
Templeton 

The man was a legend, who, amongst many accomplishments, was noted for buying 100 
shares of each NYSE listed company which was then selling for less than $1 a share during 
the Depression of the 1930s and subsequently making many Gmes his money.  

We as investors have not only the benefit of hindsight to idenGfy how successful and 
profound the above statements really are, but also the benefit of a plethora of data to 
determine pessimism, skepGcism, and opGmism. In John’s day, data was much more difficult 
to obtain and oOen idenGfying opGmism was down to reading the cover of the WSJ or the 
NY Times. 

That’s sGll true today, however, today we have news sources at our very fingerGps which 
can provide us with data in seconds. I could easily fill pages with just the list of data points 
one could use. Really, there is a plethora of informaGon at our disposal.  

Some think that a new, relaGvely unused data set provides an edge, a holy grail if you will, 
that will provide more alpha than the Romeo. If that was true then why do the markets 
conGnue to show us that investors do no beRer today than when John was building his 
investment business?  



The answer is that human nature never changes. The value isn’t in informaGon, it is in 
synthesizing informaGon.  

Synthesizing the Data 

I guess if we could idenGfy the point of maximum pessimism then everything else would fall 
into place. That, of course, assumes we have the nerve to buy an asset that no one would 
dare touch! The trouble with this “maximum pessimism” thing is we will only know for sure 
what the point of maximum pessimism is, well, aOer the fact. 

Case in point: In mid-2006, I closed up shop on a real estate investment firm I’d built. In the 
space of just 3 months, I liquidated the enGre thing, let go all the staff, and closed down all 
the bank accounts, all operaGons - the lot. Swish. Gone.  

In hindsight, I could have hung on for over a year enjoying gains. But really I was probably a 
bit bloody close to the wire and should have done so earlier. My point is we’ll never know 
unGl aOer the fact when the top or indeed boRom is in.  

What we can, however, do is stack the odds in our favour, not play the short-term noise, 
and posiGon ourselves intelligently for potenGal asymmetric payoffs while managing risk. 
For me this means that Gme horizon is not 12 months or less, but much more like 2 years to 
5 years.  

It allows me to let Gme take its course and my investments to get a chance at providing me 
alpha. 

As the years Gck away and I keep at this game, I feel like it’s easier to gain an understanding 
of the basic traits that would indicate we have either seen the point of maximum pessimism 
or that it isn’t far off. 

Let’s use shipping as a case study of these basic traits.  These “traits” are the tools that I 
have developed over the years through trial and error, by studying what things typically 
occur at the end of a bear market in a sector. Here we go... 

Trait 1: Have investors only ever lost money on the sector over the last 5 years? A quick 
reference to a chart of the industry will give you a fair understanding. Take a look at the 
Dow Jones Global Shipping Index on the next page – what a spectacular tragedy. 
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There has been a considerable loss of wealth in the sector over the last 2 years (a decline of 
50% or more)! Investors have “puked” and said, “get me out of here at any price, I just 
cannot take it anymore”. The index is down by 50% but if you look at many shippers they 
are down by at least 75% over the last two years. 

Trait 2: Can you find any evidence of brokerage houses having anything posiGve to say 
about the sector, let alone an “overweight” recommendaGon?  

If the first two traits are in place, I doubt it. The odds of you gejng in at the boRom (or near 
to it) will be very high when it feels like the loneliest trade on the planet.  

I cannot find evidence of any brokerage house or mainstream commentator/strategist 
recommending shipping stocks. In fact, I can find scant evidence of anyone pujng their 
necks out on shippers. 

Given the lack of bullish commentary on shippers, I get the disGnct feeling that shipping 
stocks are held by a relaGve few - strong hands. I can’t imagine many “mom and pop” 
investors buying into shippers who have lost 95% of their market cap since 2007. 

Trait 3: Are “fundamentals” shocking? Here is the trick with fundamentals – you need to 
posiGon for where earnings will be 5-years from now (if you are a genuine long-term 
investor). However, most investors will look at fundamentals (earnings, cashflow, etc.) from 
a “here and now” perspecGve.  On the face of it, things don’t look too hot for shippers. The 
majority are losing money hand over fist (not unlike the uranium sector I alerted you to 
recently) and there isn’t much in the way of posiGve outlooks from shipping execuGves.  

However, here are a few “points to ponder”.  Shipping is notorious for boom and bust 
cycles.  
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Here is how it works: It is simply down to psychology and extrapolaGng the recent past into 
the future. When the going is good, earnings are at record highs, company execuGves - 
recognizing the huge demand for ships - place orders for ships with shipbuilders. In turn, 
shipbuilders have a field day with order books full and long lead Gmes.   

OK, to cut a long story short, ironically tops in the market for shippers occur when lead 
Gmes are the longest (when everyone is confident and capacity is scarce).  

Conversely, it is when lead Gmes at shipbuilders are very short (shipbuilder’s order books 
are empty) that the shipping industry boRoms and begins to turn higher. Recent evidence 
from Clarksons indicate that lead Gmes are the lowest in about 15 years. This doesn’t 
surprise me at all. 

Usually what happens is that shippers leverage up during the good Gmes, taking on more 
debt to finance ships. This is consequently the very thing that kills them during the 
inevitable downturn.  

You would think that shippers would have learnt to pull their horns in and become 
defensive when the going is good but you’re misunderstanding human nature. John 
Templeton understood this well.  

The “fundamental” point here is that what appears to be excess capacity now is likely to be 
a deficit in capacity within a couple of years. 

Has anyone noGced that a number of shippers have been recapitalized and they are carrying 
debt loads that are dramaGcally less than what they had a few years ago?  Certainly none of 
the major brokerage or asset management houses. 

Shipping companies have also taken an axe to operaGng costs. They are a lot leaner than a 
few years ago.  

All this suggests that shippers are likely able to ride out the storm for a lot longer than their 
stock price valuaGons suggest and, furthermore, when the inevitable upturn occurs in 
shipping rates, they will be in a much beRer posiGon to convert revenues into profit. When 
the market turns, the zeitgeist that comes with it creates an explosive situaGon whereby 
investors begin looking forward years out and extrapolaGng revenue projecGons. And as 
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margins expand the crowd begins to price in forward-looking cashflows that translate into 
addiGonal margin expansion and higher mulGples.  

Trait 4: Have stock prices of the sector stopped going down? It certainly seems that way as 
only a few shippers have made new lows over the last 12 months. VolaGlity in shipping 
stocks has dropped to uncharacterisGc lows (another tell tale signal) and many stock prices 
have been locked in very Gght trading ranges.  

Below are the stock charts of the top three bulk carriers: 
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From a classic market behavioural perspecGve this is a “textbook” boRoming process. I have 
seen this process occur many Gmes before during my 20 years in the markets, and it has 
resulted in significant move to the upside more oOen than not. 

Trait 5: From a corporate acGon perspecGve, are there contrarian signs of a boRom in the 
market? Bankruptcies are a classic sign to look for and we’ve had a few with the notable 
one being Hanjin Shipping. This made headlines in the “Press of Popular Opinion”. This 
happened mid-last year and here is the kicker: the average shipping stock didn’t move much 
on the news. This sort of behaviour is a strong indicaGon of a boRom in the market. Not a 
predicGon but an observaGon, amongst others. 

The Trade: Our entry level trade is via The Guggenheim Shipping ETF (SEA) at 12.25. This is 
a stock posiGon. There is liRle in the way of derivaGves (opGons) on shipping stocks, which 
makes the applicaGon of our view a liRle easier and for you very easy to execute.  

Here are the components of the ETF: 
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For those who are a liRle more keen to taking risk our individual stock pick is Star Bulk 
Carriers Corp. (SBLK). We feel the bulk carrier market has the most potenGal upside. Again, 
this would be a stock trade because of the lack of derivaGves on shipping stocks.  

The thing is, buying these stocks here and now provides us with more than enough 
asymmetry for them to act like an opGon would and we don’t have to worry about Gme 
decay. 

Take a look at the long term chart of SBLK - absolute “poetry” to a long-term “contrary 
charGst”. 

And it has just broken out of its long-term trading range: 

AllocaTon of capital to the trade: For the ETF SEA we think up to 5% of one’s porsolio 
wouldn’t be a crazy idea.  
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When to take profit? That is a few years away, at best, and we’ll keep you posted on it, but 
we think that the hardest thing to do will be to let this trade “get away on you” because we 
feel there is significant upside on offer.  

As is so oOen the case, the waiGng will be the hardest part! 

The biggest risk in invesGng is typically you. Be mindful of that and good luck. 

Sincerely, 

Chris MacIntosh 

Founder & Editor In Chief, Capitalist Exploits Independent Investment Research 
Founder & Managing Partner, Asymmetric OpportuniGes Fund 
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Unauthorized Disclosure Prohibited 

The informa@on provided in this publica@on is private, privileged, and confiden@al informa@on, licensed for your sole 
individual use as a subscriber. Capitalist Exploits reserves all rights to the content of this publica@on and related 
materials. Forwarding, copying, dissemina@ng, or distribu@ng this report in whole or in part, including substan@al 
quota@on of any por@on of the publica@on or any release of specific investment recommenda@ons, is strictly 
prohibited. 

Par@cipa@on in such ac@vity is grounds for immediate termina@on of all subscrip@ons of registered subscribers deemed 
to be involved at Capitalist Exploits. Capitalist Exploits reserves the right to monitor the use of this publica@on without 
disclosure by any electronic means it deems necessary and may change those means without no@ce at any @me. If you 
have received this publica@on and are not the intended subscriber, please contact admin@capitalistexploits.at. 

Disclaimers 

Capitalist Exploits website, World Out Of Whack, Insider, and any content published by Capitalist Exploits is obtained 
from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy cannot be guaranteed. The informa@on contained in such 
publica@ons is not intended to cons@tute individual investment advice and is not designed to meet your personal 
financial situa@on. The opinions expressed in such publica@ons are those of the publisher and are subject to change 
without no@ce. The informa@on in such publica@ons may become outdated and there is no obliga@on to update any 
such informa@on. You are advised to discuss with your financial advisers your investment op@ons and whether any 
investment is suitable for your specific needs prior to making any investments. 

Capitalist Exploits and other en@@es in which it has an interest, employees, officers, family, and associates may from 
@me to @me have posi@ons in the securi@es or commodi@es covered in publica@ons or the website. Corporate policies 
are in effect that aTempt to avoid poten@al conflicts of interest and resolve conflicts of interest should they arise, in a 
@mely fashion. 

Capitalist Exploits reserves the right to cancel any subscrip@on at any @me, and if it does so it will promptly refund to 
the subscriber the amount of the subscrip@on payment previously received rela@ng to the remaining subscrip@on 
period. Cancella@on of a subscrip@on may result from any unauthorized use or reproduc@on or rebroadcast of any 
Capitalist Exploits paid publica@on/s, any infringement or misappropria@on of Capitalist Exploits proprietary rights, or 
any other reason determined in the sole discre@on of Capitalist Exploits. 

Affiliate No8ce 

Capitalist Exploits has affiliate agreements in place that may include fee sharing. If you have a website and would like 
to be considered for inclusion in the Capitalist Exploits affiliate program, please email admin@capitalistexploits.at. 
Likewise, from @me to @me Capitalist Exploits may engage in affiliate programs covered by other companies, though 
corporate policy firmly dictates that such agreements will have no influence on any product or service 
recommenda@ons, nor alter the pricing that would otherwise be available in absence of such an agreement. As always, 
it is important that you do your own due diligence before transac@ng any business with any firm, for any product or 
service. 
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